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Abstract—The Schwarz–Christoffel toolbox, a free MATLAB
package for the computation of conformal maps, is applied to the
quasi-static analysis of coplanar waveguides (CPWs) of arbitrary
cross section in order to provide computationally efficient and
very accurate estimates of their capacitance, inductance, characteristic impedance, and skin-effect attenuation. A few examples
of many-sided polygonal waveguides are discussed, and the trapezoidal CPW, important, for example, for electrooptic modulators,
is described in full detail, providing general guidelines for the
electrode geometry optimization. The technique is validated
through a comparison with the results of a full-wave finite-element
method, and excellent agreement is demonstrated both in vacuo
and with two-layer dielectric substrates.
Index Terms—Coplanar waveguides, electrooptic modulation,
integrated opto-electronics, skin effect.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

ONFORMAL mapping (CM) plays an important role
among the techniques used in the study of microwave
transmission lines in quasi-static approximation. This method
directly enables the exact evaluation of the in vacuo line capacitance and, therefore, the line inductance and characteristic
impedance; the skin-effect line resistance can also be exactly
evaluated, while suitable approximations can often be provided
to the line capacitance and conductance in the presence of a
dielectric substrate.
The Schwarz–Christoffel (SC) formula, a special conformal transformation devised for polygonal regions (see,
e.g., [1]–[3]), has been widely applied to coaxial structures,
strip lines, and coplanar waveguides (CPWs) in order to get
closed-form expressions for the line characteristic parameters,
usually in terms of complete elliptic integrals ([4, Sec. 6.1]).
This “analytical” application of the SC mapping is limited
to rather simple line cross sections with zero-thickness electrodes (see, e.g., [5] and [6]). More recently, growing interest
in monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) and
electrooptic devices requiring thick-electrode waveguides (i.e.,
having electrode thickness comparable with the width of the
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Fig. 1. Cross sections of high-performance LiNbO electrooptical modulator
structures on -cut (top line) and -cut substrates. The diffused optical
waveguides are dark grey. A thin SiO layer (light grey) is interposed between
the substrate and thick gold electrodes.
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central line and/or the gap between line and ground planes) has
led to ad hoc solutions for finite-thickness rectangular CPWs,
both in terms of accurate analytical approximations [7] and of
numerical inversion of the SC transformation [8], [9].
To date, one of the most challenging problems where SC
transformation may become an important design tool is the optimization of the electrode geometry in LiNbO electrooptical
modulators. In this class of devices, loss minimization is essential in order to achieve high modulation bandwidths ( 40 GHz),
and losses are mainly determined by the electrodes cross section. The effect of different geometries has been investigated in
several laboratories in the last decade (see, e.g., [10]–[13]): a
few examples of high-performance modulator structures are reported in Fig. 1. No general quantitative design criteria for loss
minimization are available yet, apart from the evidence of the
advantages of thick metallizations. Even the thick rectangular
SC mappings [7]–[9] are unable to cope with most of the geometries proposed thus far and, at present, the main analysis tools
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are the quasi-static finite-element method (QS FEM) [13]–[15]
and full-wave finite-element method (FW FEM) [16]. Unfortunately, the QS FEM cannot reliably evaluate conductor losses
(the numerical implementation of Wheeler’s incremental inductance rule [17] can lead to inaccurate results because of field
singularities), and the FW FEM is usually too computationally
expensive to allow a detailed exploration of the design’s parameter space, and is also affected by numerical problems in the
evaluation of losses because of the singular current distribution
at the edges of the conductors.
This paper introduces a generalized CM approach to the
design of (symmetrical) CPW electrodes of arbitrary polygonal geometry based on the robust and efficient numerical
solutions provided by the SC toolbox [18], [19], a collection
of MATLAB1 functions for the interactive computation and
visualization of SC conformal maps.2 The approach is exact
insofar as the quasi-static in vacuo capacitance, inductance,
and characteristic impedance are concerned. Skin-effect losses
are computed exactly from the high-frequency current density
distribution, through an extension of the method first proposed
in [20] and subsequently applied to thin [21]–[25] and thick [8],
[9] rectangular CPWs. A simple partial capacitance approach
[9] is exploited to approximate the effective dielectric constant
, thus enabling the study of CPWs on one- or two-layer substrates, such as SiO -coated LiNbO . More complex dielectric
geometries may be considered by coupling CM with a QS FEM
simulator, much simpler and faster than an FW FEM.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
complete discussion of a relevant case study, i.e., the trapezoidal
CPW. In order to help the reader, all the conformal transformations involved are shown both analytically and graphically, and
the detailed recipes for the computation of all the waveguide parameters with the SC toolbox are given. The model is validated
through a comparison with the FW FEM, and a simple example
of graphical optimization of the line cross section is provided.
The application of our tool to waveguides with general polygonal geometry is described in Section III. Finally, the present
limitations and future extensions of the model are discussed.
II. CASE STUDY—TRAPEZOIDAL CPW
In order to demonstrate the potential of the SC toolbox applied to the modeling of microwave guides, we will discuss
in detail a simple yet important example, i.e., the trapezoidal
CPW. The exploitation of nonrectangular geometries in order to
improve electrooptic modulator performances has been investigated in [26] and [27], and thick trapezoidal electrodes have
been used in [13] and [26]. To our knowledge, CM techniques
have been applied to thick trapezoidal structures only in [8], but
the resulting ad hoc implementation of the parameter problem
required careful user intervention in order to overcome the instabilities deriving from the lack of good initial guesses.
Fig. 2(a) shows the cross section of a generic symmetric
trapezoidal CPW with infinite-width ground planes, described
, where angles
by six geometric parameters (
are positive for over-cut electrodes). The half-structure
1MATLAB
2[Online].

is a registered trademark of The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA.
Available: http://www.math.udel.edu/~driscoll/software/

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. Cross section of a trapezoidal CPW and parametric representation
of the corresponding polygon in the physical domain. The coordinates of the
vertices w and the interior angles at the vertices  are reported.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Mapping of the trapezoidal CPW into the canonical plane and final
transformation into a rectangular region (parallel-plate capacitor).

drawn in Fig. 2(b) is a simply connected polygon with two inand
finite vertices. For each vertex, the coordinates
are reported,
the corresponding interior angles
expressed in terms of the geometric parameters of the line. The
polygon in the physical domain may be transformed in the upper
half-plane [the canonical domain, shown in Fig. 3(a)] by means
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of the SC mapping shown in (1), at the bottom of this page,
where is a complex constant, and three prevertices may be
,
chosen arbitrarily (the SC toolbox imposes
), thus yielding a parameter problem with five
and
unknowns. The determination of these real numbers requires
the solution of a system of five nonlinear equations, involving
the computation of seven hyperelliptic integrals whose singular
end points are the unknown prevertices. An additional problem
is represented by the nonintegratable singularity in , which
must be avoided by choosing an integration path in the complex
plane. The function hplmap of the SC toolbox provides an
accurate solution of the parameter problem, computing the
as a function of the
constant and the prevertices
and
. Eventually, the strips in the canonical
vectors
domain are transformed via an inverse closed-form SC mapping
into the parallel plates of a rectangular capacitor [see Fig. 3(b)].
Therefore, the exact quasi-static in vacuo per-unit-length
capacitance, per-unit-length inductance, and characteristic
impedance of the CPW may be computed as3
(2)
(3)
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Fig. 4. Bounded polygon whose vertices p ; . . . ; p are mapped into the
prevertices z ; . . . ; z [see Fig. 3(a)] by the SC transformation defined by
P (z ). The length of each side of the polygon is proportional to the integral
of J on the corresponding side of the CPW in the canonical domain [see
Fig. 2(b)].

j j

periphery .

may be immediately computed as

(4)
where
kind,

is the speed of light in vacuum,
H/m,
is the complete elliptic integral of the first
, and
(7)
(5)

The in vacuo skin-effect per-unit-length attenuation may be approximated with a high degree of accuracy by the conventional
expression

where is a scale factor representing the uniform current denis performed in the
sity in the -plane. The integration of
canonical domain

(8)

(6)
where
is the skin-effect surface resistance of
where
is the frequencythe metallic conductors,
dependent skin-effect current penetration depth, is the metal
is the total current carried by the central line,
conductivity,
and is the surface current density, defined over all the CPW
3The transformation from the upper half-plane to the parallel-plate capacitor
can be easily solved by the SC toolbox, with no need of invoking the complete
elliptic integrals, but we have preferred to retain an expression that may look
familiar to most microwave engineers. However, it must be remembered that,
unlike the numerical solution provided by the SC toolbox, the computation of
the ratio of complete elliptic integrals may be affected by severe inaccuracies
for k 0 or k 1 if good asymptotic approximations [28] are not used.





(9)
and is the half-structure contour mapped on the real axis of
the -plane
(10)

(1)
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Comparison between attenuation (in decibels per centimeter) and characteristic impedance ( ) of a trapezoidal CPW in vacuo (a = 4 m, b = 24 m,
= 0 ) computed with the FW FEM and with the present approach at f = 1; 10; 40 GHz, as a function of the edges inclination of the
central electrode .

Fig. 5.

t

= t = 15 m,

The integrals on these six intervals could be computed by applying the same numerical tools used in [8] (the Fortran routines
QAGI and QAGS of the QUADPACK library4 [29] are at the core
of the MATLAB functions d01apf and d01amf of the NAG
Foundation toolbox). However, the simplest and most compuis simply
tationally efficient approach is to notice that
another SC integrand. In the corresponding transformation, the
are the images of the vertices
prevertices
of the bounded region represented in Fig. 4. Given the preverand the angles
, the function hplmap
tices
will evaluate all the integrals in (8), thus providing the coordi. From a geometrical standpoint,
nates of the vertices
is the perimeter of the polygon defined
the integral of
(with the exception of its two vertical sides); therefore,
by
the problem of minimizing the line losses, given suitable constraints on the line geometry, can be translated into a geometrical
perimeter minimization problem.
In the study of “pathological” structures (where, e.g., line
and ground planes are almost overlapping), the numerical
convergence of the standard SC transformation implemented
in hplmap may be hampered by a severe crowding of the
prevertices. This phenomenon can usually be prevented by
choosing as canonical domain a rectangle instead of the
upper half-plane, therefore, mapping the CPW directly into a
parallel-plate capacitor. In the SC toolbox, instead of hplmap,
this is done by using the function rectmap (or crrectmap
in extreme cases of bad conditioning [30]).
The effect of a planar substrate on the characteristic parameters may be accurately approximated by a partial capacitance
approach [9]
(11)
(12)
(13)
4[Online].

Available: http://www.netlib.org/quadpack

where
,
is the in vacuo per-unit-length capacitance of a zero-thickness CPW having the same dimensions
of the thick trapezoidal CPW, and
is the per-unit-length
capacitance of the lower half-plane. For bulk substrates,
may be computed following [7]. Two-layer substrates (like the
SiO -coated LiNbO wafers commonly used in electrooptical
modulators) may be described with the approach proposed in
[9]. Future work will extend our tool to arbitrarily complex
substrates (e.g., including ridges and/or several lossy dielectric
layers, also with electrodes laying on different planes), by coupling CM with QS FEM.
The CM results have been validated through a comparison
with our MATLAB implementation of FW FEM based on [16],
[31]–[35]. The application of Galerkin’s procedure to the vector
wave equation, with the use of hybrid triangular edge/nodal elements, gives a generalized eigensystem to solve for propagation
constants directly, and avoids the occurrence of spurious modes.
The sparse eigenvalue problem is solved with the function sptarn of the MATLAB partial differential equations (PDEs)
toolbox, based on the implicitly restarted Arnoldi method [36]
as implemented in ARPACK [37].5 Figs. 5 and 6 show the attenuation and characteristic impedance of a trapezoidal CPW,
in vacuo and on an SiO /LiNbO substrate, computed with the
present CM approach and with the FW FEM (in all the simuS/m).
lations presented in this paper, we used
It may be observed that the agreement between the attenuations is always very satisfying and, as expected, the FW FEM
characteristic impedance becomes virtually coincident with the
quasi-static CM value at high frequency. It is important to note
that, on a PC with a 600-MHz CPU, the computation of one
curve of Figs. 5 and 6 (40 samples) takes about 13 s with CM,
and about 2400 s with the FW FEM (which rebuilds a new mesh
for every value of ).
As a simple example of the use of our general CM approach
as an optimization tool, Figs. 7 and 8 show maps of the attenuaGHz of a trapezoidal
tion and characteristic impedance at
5[Online].

Available: http://www.caam.rice.edu/software/ARPACK/
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Fig. 6. Comparison between attenuation (in decibels per centimeter) and characteristic impedance ( ) of a trapezoidal CPW (a = 4 m, b = 24 m, t =
= 15 m, = 0 ) on an LiNbO substrate with a 1-m-thick SiO buffer ( = 3:90), computed with the FW FEM and with the present approach at
= 1; 10; 40 GHz as a function of the edges inclination of the central electrode . For LiNbO , CM uses the equivalent quasi-static isotropic relative dielectric
=   = 34:70, while the anisotropic FW FEM uses the components of the permittivity tensor ( = 28;  = 43).
permittivity ([40, Eq. (63)]) 
Losses in LiNbO and SiO have been neglected.

t
f

p

Fig. 7. Attenuation (in decibels per centimeter) and characteristic impedance ( ) at f = 1 GHz of a trapezoidal CPW (a = 4 m, b = 24 m, t = t =
15 m) as a function of the edges inclination of central electrode and ground planes ; . The substrate is the same as in Fig. 6.

CPW on an LiNbO substrate with an SiO buffer as functions
and . Using uniformly thick electrodes (
,
of
Fig. 7), it may be observed that the minimum-loss electrode
shape occurs with an overcutting of the central electrode and
an undercutting of the ground planes, thus confirming the suggestion in [12]; the corresponding impedance level is around
40 , which is acceptable for modulator applications. The optimum geometrical shape is difficult to directly obtain through
electroplating, although it can be approximated by multilevel
metallizations [12]. Fig. 8 concerns another optimization exercise, where the effects of the central electrode thickness and
shape are explored. As expected, the attenuation heavily depends on the central line thickness, while further improvements
may be produced by a slight overcutting of the central electrode.
In practice, this could be obtained through electroplating with
a properly cured photoresist. Apart from technological limita-

tions, increasing the electrode thickness leads to a less favorable
impedance level.
III. GENERAL CASE
The approach described for the complete characterization of
trapezoidal CPWs may be extended in a straightforward way to
CPWs with arbitrary polygonal cross section and infinite-width
ground planes; in its present form, the application of the method
requires certain symmetries to be present, as discussed in detail
at the conclusion of this section.
Let us consider a general symmetrical CPW, completely defined by half of the structure. The (half) central electrode is devertices, while the ground plane is described by
scribed by
vertices (including two vertices at infinity). To carry out the
line analysis, one has simply to provide the SC toolbox with the
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Fig. 8.
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Attenuation (in decibels per centimeter) and characteristic impedance ( ) at f = 1 GHz of a trapezoidal CPW (a = 4 m, b =
) as a function of the thickness and of the edges’ inclination of the central electrode t ; . The substrate is the same as in Fig. 6.

24 m, t = 15 m,

vectors
and
. The in vacuo characteristic parameters
may be computed from (2)–(4) by replacing (5) with
(14)
For the attenuation (6), the generalized form of (7)–(10) is
(15)
(16)

(17)
where
for
for

(18)

Maps of the in vacuo potential distribution may be produced
with the rectmap function of the SC toolbox. As an example,
Fig. 9 shows contour plots of the potential for electrode cross
sections similar to the geometries proposed in [12] and [13],
and for a CPW having an almost circular central line, modeled
as a 20-sided polygon.
As a numerical exercise of application for the general case,
we evaluated the parameters of a CPW with rectangular ground
of the central
planes as a function of the number of sides
electrode (whose cross section represents one-quarter of a regsides: a square is obtained for
ular polygon with
). The purpose of the exercise is to assess the effect of
edge singularities of the current distribution on the line losses,
which are expected to be lower in the presence of smooth electrodes. Fig. 10 shows the in vacuo attenuation and characteristic
impedance characteristic for two cases, where either the base
length or the electrode perimeter are kept constant. It may be
observed that, for all practical purposes, the asymptotic value of
is already reached for
, thus suggesting a strong in-

Fig. 9. Cross section and in vacuo potential distribution of some thick
polygonal CPWs. (a) Structure proposed in [12]. (b) Generalization of the
structure presented in [13]. (c) Waveguide with an almost circular central line,
modeled as a 20-sided polygon.

fluence of the edge singularity on the line losses in the transition
to
.
from
Some comments finally are in order on the geometrical limitations of the CM approach in its present form. The above-mentioned symmetry constraints derive from the fact that the current
version of the SC toolbox (2.16) can deal only with simply connected polygons (with an arbitrary number of infinite vertices).
Therefore, the waveguide must have a symmetry axis either vertically, cutting the central line in its middle (as in all of the examples discussed in this paper), or horizontally. In the latter case,
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Fig. 10. In vacuo attenuation (in decibels per centimeter) and characteristic impedance ( ) at f = 1 GHz of a CPW with t = 15 m and distance between
line and rectangular ground planes equal to 10 m as a function of the number of sides of the central electrode. For N = 2, one has a conventional rectangular
CPW with a = t = t ; the two cases of the constant central line perimeter and constant a are compared.

which, in practice, corresponds to CPWs of rectangular shape,
no limitation exists for the (vertical) line symmetry, and even
multiconductor CPWs with an arbitrary number of conductors
can be analyzed, as discussed in [23] and [38]. Future work may
overcome, in part, the limitations of the present approach by
exploiting SC transformations for doubly connected polygonal
regions [39]; this could also enable one to investigate multiconductor coplanar lines of nonrectangular shape.
IV. CONCLUSION
The accurate computation of quasi-static parameters and
skin-effect losses of (symmetric) CPWs with arbitrary cross
section has been addressed as an application of the SC toolbox.
The computed results are in excellent agreement with the
FW FEM, while the computational efficiency of the approach
enables its use within the framework of an optimization tool.
A few examples of many-sided polygonal waveguides have
been discussed, and the case of the trapezoidal CPW has been
described in full detail, in order to provide a complete working
example. The structures considered in this paper represent only
a small subset of the potential applications of the SC toolbox in
the domain of microwave transmission lines.
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